CURRICULUM RESOURCE CENTER

Announces Spring 2008 Sessions
organized in cooperation with the Departments and Programs
of the Central European University
In the Spring 2008 semester CRC is offering the following sessions:
1. Open House Sessions in broad discipline areas
The Open House sessions are organized in broad discipline areas covered by one or more
CEU departments. These sessions are intended to introduce participants to CEU’s approach to
a relevant discipline and new techniques for designing courses in that field. To this end the
sessions will provide participants access to the facilities and resources of the CEU and the
appropriate department, as well as general training workshops on course design and teaching
methodology. Participants are invited to use the CEU library, visit relevant classes and meet
faculty. The primary target groups of the Open House sessions are junior academics who are at
the beginning of their teaching career, or mid-career and senior academics who would benefit
from the above offerings.

Nationalism: February 25 - 29, 2008 - (deadline for applications: 14th January, 2008)
Gender Studies : March 10 – 14, 2008 - (deadline for applications: 28th January, 2008)

2. Course Innovation Sessions
These sessions intend to explore the cutting edge developments in a particular discipline. The
sessions are meant primarily for senior faculty with significant teaching and research
experience or for outstanding, research-oriented junior faculty. By discussing recent
developments and exploring contemporary debates with CEU’s host departments and faculty,
participants are expected to revise or update their courses or offer new courses in their
particular area of interest. Additional training on course development is also offered by the
CRC. These sessions are organized with a strong involvement of CEU departments and often
will be combined with a workshop or a conference on the topic of the session.

In Spring 2008 we offer the following Course Innovation Sessions:

Political Science – IRES
Understanding and Explaining Identity Transformation
February 11 - 15, 2008

(deadline for applications: 10th December, 2007)

The CRC workshop, co-hosted with the CEU Department of International Relations and
European Studies, aims at discussing with participants the study of identity formation and
change. The course will examine theories in the fields of political science and international
relations (but also sociology and anthropology, where applicable), focusing on issues of
nationalism, transnationalism, local and regional identities.
It will provide participants with suggestions about course formats, reading lists and topics for
discussion which they could then build on when designing or revising their own courses.
The workshop is recommended in particular to faculty with research and teaching interests in
the study of nationalism, nation- and state-building, sub- and supra-national identities.

Open Society Archive
From Samizdat to Blogging: Globalization and New Forms of Political Expression
February 18 - 22, 2008

(deadline for applications: 7th January, 2008)

This CRC workshop, co-hosted with the CEU Department of Political Science, aims to explore
the changes in oppositional or alternative political expression that have followed in the wake of
the end of the Cold War. The particular focus will be on the changes that have come about as a
result of the revolution in communications technologies, which has brought about new forms
and modes of alternative expression, but also new challenges to alternative politics. We will be
considering the role played by the alternative press, gay and ethnic minority media, community
radio, citizens’ political mobilization in e-mail and SMS, blogging, and Indymedia.
The workshop is recommended to faculty with research and teaching interests in
communications studies, cultural studies, media and multimedia studies, art theory and history,
sociology, political science and other areas of study dealing with contemporary
forms of
political expression.
_________________________________________________

Sociology
Social Network Analysis
March 31 – April 04, 2008.

(deadline for applications: 18th February, 2008)

The aim of this session is to give an introduction to current social network analysis methods
and software. The course is designed to give a brief and practical overview of key areas in
application. Participants will have a balanced overview of analytical methods, representation of
data and practical software skills. Where possible exemplary datasets will be provided
from the research project of the academic who hosts the workshop, for class use, including
data on world trade, terrorist networks, informal ties between politicians and large businesses.
Each meeting consists of both a methodological and a practical part.
The workshop is recommended in particular to faculty who intend to use social network analysis
in their teaching.

____________________________________________________

3. Topical Issues in Curriculum Development
These sessions are expected to cover topical issues of particular importance to the
development of higher education in the region, in all areas related to curriculum development.
Organized by the CRC office in co-operation with a wide range of strategic partners, these
sessions address current trends in curriculum development, degree structures and particular or
special interest issues. These sessions could be directed at a particular group of academics or
focus on a target region or institution(s).

In Spring 2008 we offer the following Topical Issues in Curriculum Development:

Center for Policy Studies
Teaching Cultural Policy
March 03 -07, 2008

(deadline for applications: 21st January, 2008)

This CRC workshop aims to discuss the teaching of cultural policy from a broader perspective
of cultural systems than the national one. With globalization, European integration, migration
and explosive growth of cultural industry the national prism is inadequate.. It also aims to
provide the participants with tools, literature and relevant issues.
The workshop is recommended for those who teach cultural policy in the region or cultural
policy in political science, public policy, international relations, humanities, arts, management
and cultural studies departments, hold a Ph D or are about to receive a PhD but have a
teaching position and have the endorsement of their department to attend.
____________________________________________________

Center for Policy Studies – Open Society Institute
Incorporating Diversity in Public Administration Education
March 17 -21, 2008

(deadline for applications: 4th February, 2008)

Ethnic, linguistic, religious, gender and other forms of diversity are central issues for public
administration. This is certainly true for communities in which diversity appears in devise forms,
such as in post-conflict contexts; it is also the case for any society in which principles of
democracy and good governance are established as norms. However, in contemporary public
administration education, public administrators are rarely sensitized to the relevance of diversity
to their work, let alone how to address it comprehensively. Schools and institutes of public
administration must play a lead role in this regard, incorporating diversity into their curriculum in
a thematic or topical sense (how diversity is relevant to public service delivery, for example),
and in their own policies (such as through application or recruitment strategies).
This CRC workshop will present an opportunity for the synthesis of views and experiences from
a range of social, political, and economic contexts. It will aim to address ways of integrating
diversity into public administration education comprehensively. Discussions will consider
diversity topically and as an issue that should be integrated into all aspects public
administration education. What models of incorporating diversity into public administration
education exist? How can curriculum be designed such that public administrators are sensitized
to the need to address diversity in their work? How can public administration education itself be
a model for incorporating diversity into all aspects of work?
The workshop will be designed jointly by the CRC, the Center for Policy Studies, and
international experts of the Managing Multiethnic Communities Program of LGI/OSI.

Summary of CRC sessions:
Political Science - IRES: Understanding and Explaining Identity Transformation:
February 11 -15, 2008 (deadline for applications: 10th December, 2007)

Open Society Archives: From Samizdat to Blogging: Globalization and New Forms of
Political Expression: February 18 -22, 2008 (deadline for applications: 7th January, 2008)
Nationalism: February 25 -29, 2008 (deadline for applications: 14th January, 2008)
Center for Policy Studies: Teaching Cultural Policy : March 03 – 07, 2008
(deadline for applications: 21st January, 2008)

Gender Studies: March 10 – 14, 2008 (deadline for applications: 28th January, 2008)
Center for Policy Studies – Open Society Institute: Incorporating Diversity in Public
Administration Education : March 17 -21, 2008 (deadline for applications: 4th February, 2008)
Sociology: Social Network Analysis: March 31 – April 04, 2008
(deadline for applications: 18th February, 2008)

Note: CRC Fall 2008 sessions are planned to be announced by mid - April, 2008.

All CRC Applicants must:
Be university teachers and/ or professionals (who teach part-time) in the Social Sciences
and Humanities from the region (non EU countries) who are preparing to revise or develop
their courses;
Have sufficient English language ability, both written and spoken, to participate in discussions
and use resource materials;
Submit an application with all accompanying required documents as stated on the CRC
application form.
All costs related to transportation and accommodation during
the sessions will be covered by the CRC.
Curriculum Resource Session application forms, application deadlines, the session schedule
and further information on the center’s outreach activities and resources may be obtained from
the CRC office at the Central European University or through national Soros Foundations.
MAILING ADDRESS
Curriculum Resource Center (CRC) / Central European University
Nador utca 9, H -1051 Budapest, Hungary;
Tel: ++ (36 - 1) 327 3189 or 327 3000;
Fax: ++ (36 -1) 327 3190
E-mail: crc@ceu.hu;
WWW address: http://www.ceu.hu/crc/
Non-Discrimination Policy Central European University does not discriminate on the basis of
– including, but not limited to – race, color, national and ethnic origin, religion, gender or sexual
orientation in administering its educational policies, admissions policies, scholarship and loan
programs, and athletic and other school-administered programs.

